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The COVID-19 pandemic reached staggering new peaks during a
global resurgence more than a year after the crisis began. Although
public health guidelines initially helped to slow the spread of dis-
ease, widespread pandemic fatigue and prolonged harm to financial
stability and mental well-being contributed to this resurgence. In
the late stage of the pandemic, it became clear that new interven-
tions were needed to support long-term behavior change. Here, we
examined subjective perceived risk about COVID-19 and the rela-
tionship between perceived risk and engagement in risky behaviors.
In study 1 (n = 303), we found that subjective perceived risk was
likely inaccurate but predicted compliance with public health guide-
lines. In study 2 (n = 735), we developed a multifaceted intervention
designed to realign perceived risk with actual risk. Participants com-
pleted an episodic simulation task; we expected that imagining a
COVID-related scenario would increase the salience of risk informa-
tion and enhance behavior change. Immediately following the epi-
sodic simulation, participants completed a risk estimation task with
individualized feedback about local viral prevalence. We found that
information prediction error, a measure of surprise, drove beneficial
change in perceived risk andwillingness to engage in risky activities.
Imagining a COVID-related scenario beforehand enhanced the effect
of prediction error on learning. Importantly, our intervention pro-
duced lasting effects that persisted after a 1- to 3-wk delay. Overall,
we describe a fast and feasible online intervention that effectively
changed beliefs and intentions about risky behaviors.
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The COVID-19 pandemic has brought unprecedented global
challenges, affecting both physical health and mental well-

being (1–8). Public health experts have promoted restrictions
to mitigate the spread of disease, including social distancing
(i.e., physical distancing) and closing nonessential businesses (7).
Despite rapid progress in preventative and palliative care, wide-
spread global vaccination will require an extended period of time,
and social/physical distancing continues to be crucial for protect-
ing vulnerable individuals and limiting the spread of viral variants
(9). Severe outbreaks will limit the success of vaccine imple-
mentation, underscoring the need for behavioral interventions
that reduce the spread of disease (10). Given the exponential rate
of virus transmission (9, 11), encouraging even a single individual
to comply with public health guidelines could have significant and
widespread downstream effects (12–16).
To make adaptive decisions during the pandemic, individuals

should balance conflicting needs, which might include avoiding
exposure to the virus, earning an income, supporting local busi-
nesses, or seeking social support to bolster mental health (1–3, 5–7).
Accurately assessing the risks associated with behavioral options is
fundamental to adaptive decision making in any context (17–19),
especially under chronic stress (20–22). Nonetheless, risk misesti-
mation is common, especially for low-probability events (23–26),
and low quantitative literacy is linked to poor health decision
making and outcomes (27, 28). During the pandemic, risk under-
estimation could lead to risky behaviors that harm individuals and

society at large, but risk overestimation could increase distress and
anxiety while reducing mental well-being (29, 30).
Encouraging large-scale, long-term behavior change during

the COVID-19 pandemic has proven difficult: widespread
“pandemic fatigue” and prolonged economic hardship contrib-
uted to a deadly global resurgence of the virus during late 2020
and early 2021 (7, 9). Empowering individuals to accurately assess
local risk levels can support more informed decision making, bol-
stering sustainable compliance with public health recommendations.
Although recent studies have found that subjective perceived risk
relates to demographic variables, attitudes, and risky behaviors
during the pandemic (3, 29, 31–36), past studies have not evaluated
the accuracy of perceived risk or intervened to change perceived
risk. Local risk levels can change rapidly over time (11, 37); an in-
tervention that is fast, low effort, and easy to administer could re-
align perceived risk with actual risk.
Prior interventions on risk estimation have shown some suc-

cess, although effect sizes are typically small and weaken over
time (38, 39). A separate line of research has demonstrated that
episodic simulation, or imagination, of the downstream out-
comes of choices can enhance decision making, including self-
regulation (40–44). The rich, personalized mental imagery gen-
erated during episodic simulation may drive these effects by in-
creasing the salience of an intervention (44–46) and supporting
the formation of “gist” representations that persist over time
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(47). Furthermore, thinking concretely about outcomes increases
perceived risk and estimation accuracy for common adverse events
(48). Other studies have shown that increasing the salience of an
intervention can enhance initial behavioral outcomes and also
boost long-term effects (49, 50). Risk perception is influenced by
the availability of information about outcomes (51–53); anecdotes
tend to be more vivid and easily recalled, and can exert greater
influence on risk perception than statistics (54–56). Crucially,
combining statistical information with an imagined narrative could
create a synergistic effect that enhances learning (57).
Other studies have explored how individuals update beliefs

and knowledge in response to feedback (58–60). Information pre-
diction error (i.e., surprise) describes the discrepancy between ex-
pectation and reality; the valence (better or worse than expected)
and magnitude of this surprise signal drive learning. Larger pre-
diction errors lead to more successful belief revision (58–61). A
prior study found that prediction error allowed beliefs about risk to
be updated, but participants tended to resist using bad news to learn
about future adverse events (62). Likewise, another study found a
valence bias in belief updating (particularly in youths), such that
negative information about risk tended to be discounted (63).
Overall, presenting surprising risk information may change beliefs
and improve the accuracy of risk perception. However, combining
prediction error with another psychological intervention—such as
an episodic simulation—could enhance learning, particularly if
people tend to resist updating beliefs about adverse events.
Here, we report the results of an efficient and accessible inter-

vention designed to reduce risk misestimation and realign individual
behavior with public health guidelines. Using a large, nationally
representative sample of US residents, we first showed that per-
ceived risk was not aligned with actual risk (study 1). To remedy this
misalignment, we developed an intervention that combined an epi-
sodic simulation with a risk estimation exercise that provided accu-
racy feedback (study 2). In this preregistered experiment, we found
that a simple 10-min intervention helped realign perceived risk with
actual risk and reduced willingness to engage in potentially risky
activities. The magnitude of the information prediction error expe-
rienced during a prevalence-based risk estimation exercise drove
change in the perceived risk of engaging in a variety of everyday risky
activities; this effect of surprise on learning was enhanced when the
intervention included an episodic simulation about the possible
outcomes of risky decisions.

Study 1
First, we sought to test whether subjective risk perception cor-
responded with actual local risk levels. We recruited a nation-
ally representative sample of 303 US residents in May 2020.

Participants completed an online survey that assessed perceived
risk of engaging in six different activities in the participant’s cur-
rent location: going for a walk outside, shopping at a grocery store,
eating inside a restaurant, meeting with a small group of friends,
traveling within one’s geographical state, and traveling beyond
one’s state. Although the precise risk associated with these activ-
ities is not known, these activities have been identified as scenarios
in which exposure to an infected individual could increase risk of
infection and spread. Participants also reported willingness to
engage in risky activities during reopening, and past compliance
with public health guidelines. We also measured actual risk based
on case prevalence in each participant’s location by obtaining the
number of active COVID-19 cases in their county of residence on
the day that the study was completed. Actual risk (prevalence
based) was calculated as the probability (log transformed) that at
least one individual in a hypothetical gathering of 10 people would
be infected with SARS-CoV-2 (37). However, it is important to
note that this measure of actual risk is subject to several limita-
tions: risk levels can vary within a county, across event types, and
across individuals (e.g., depending on the socioeconomic status of
a neighborhood, the demographic characteristics of a group,
ventilation, mask wearing, comorbidities, or vaccination status),
and actual prevalence is estimated from recent confirmed cases,
but some cases may be undiagnosed or not yet reported.
If subjective perceived risk of engaging in various everyday

activities is aligned with the actual risk of COVID-19 prevalence in
a given location, then perceived risk and actual risk should be
positively correlated. Critically, we found that perceived risk was not
correlated with actual risk, Pearson’s r(232) = 0.05, 95% CI [−0.08,
0.17], P = 0.472 (Fig. 1A). Moreover, actual risk was not correlated
with willingness to engage in risky activities, r(232) = −0.01, 95% CI
[−0.14, 0.12], P = 0.854. Equivalence tests provided evidence in
favor of the null hypothesis that perceived risk was not correlated
with actual risk (SI Appendix, Equivalence Testing). This striking
disconnect between actual and perceived risk indicated that sub-
jective risk perception was likely inaccurate. Individuals did not
seem to have a realistic understanding of risk levels in their given
locations, or, at minimum, did not judge the riskiness of everyday
activities on the basis of the true prevalence of positive cases in their
local community.
Although subjective perceived risk was misaligned with local

prevalence, subjective perceived risk was significantly related to
behavior. Individuals who reported greater perceived risk tended
to report lower willingness to engage in risky activities during
reopening (r(301) = −0.57, 95% CI [−0.64, −0.49], P < 0.001;
Fig. 1B), greater adherence to hygiene and sanitation guidelines
(r(301) = 0.52, 95% CI [0.44, 0.60], P < 0.001; Fig. 1C), and more
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Fig. 1. Perceived risk was not aligned with actual risk, but perceived risk predicted compliance with public health guidelines. In study 1, we found the
following: (A) Perceived risk of engaging in various everyday activities was not correlated with actual risk based on COVID-19 prevalence. (B) Perceived risk
was negatively associated with willingness to engage in risky activities and was positively associated with (C) compliance with hygiene guidelines and (D)
compliance with social/physical distancing guidelines. Points are minimally jittered for visualization, in order to display all data without overlapping points.
Shaded bands indicate 95% confidence intervals around the regression line. ***P < 0.001.
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compliance with social/physical distancing (r(301) = 0.41, 95%
CI [0.31, 0.50], P < 0.001; Fig. 1D). Overall, we found that
subjective perceived risk was not aligned with reality, but it
predicted a variety of behaviors with crucial public health im-
plications; we identified subjective perceived risk as a critical
target for interventions.

Study 2
In study 2, we developed a new intervention designed to change
beliefs and intentions about risky behaviors during the pandemic.
We expected that, on average, realigning perceived risk with
actual risk would lead to better compliance with public health
guidelines because people tend to underestimate the risk of virus
transmission. An online informational intervention could enable
quick, broad dissemination of risk information. Numerous websites
and tools have emerged to provide information about COVID-19
cases and deaths (11, 37, 64–66). Yet, the efficacy of these inter-
ventions has not been directly measured; to our knowledge, no past
studies have tested whether exposure to information about the
prevalence of COVID-19 cases influences risk perception or risky
decision making. Our preregistered (https://osf.io/6fjdy) interven-
tion included two components: an episodic simulation task (Fig. 2B)
and a risk estimation task (Fig. 2 C and D). Participants completed
the intervention during session 1 and later returned for a follow-up
survey during session 2 (1- to 3-wk delay) to evaluate the durability
of the intervention over time.
We expected that imagining the potential consequences of

pandemic-related risky decisions would increase the efficacy of
our intervention, especially if the scenario included personalized
elements. Drawing on past studies (44, 46, 57), we predicted that
this imagination exercise would enhance the salience of subse-
quent numerical information and thus boost learning during the
subsequent risk estimation task. Therefore, we randomly assigned
participants to receive one of three versions (personal, impersonal,
unrelated) of the episodic simulation task (i.e., guided imagina-
tion). In the personal simulation, participants imagined themselves
hosting a dinner party with four guests (specific close others, such
as friends or neighbors) invited to their home. During this sce-
nario, one of the guests exhibited symptoms of COVID-19 and
later confirmed a diagnosis. The host then contacted the other
guests to inform them of the exposure and eventually also fell ill
with the disease. Participants were asked to visualize sensory de-
tails of the episode and imagine the emotions that they would
experience. In the impersonal simulation, participants imagined a
fictional character experiencing the same scenario. Lastly, in the
unrelated simulation, participants imagined an episode that was
thematically similar, but neither pandemic related nor personal-
ized (a story about rabbits eating rotten vegetables). The unrelated
simulation was a control condition; we did not expect this condi-
tion to influence risk perception, but this condition required
participants to exert the same amount of time and attention as in
the other conditions.
Immediately following the episodic simulation, participants

completed the risk estimation task, in which they attempted to
numerically estimate general risk levels in their location based on
the prevalence of positive COVID-19 cases. After receiving a
brief tutorial on risk and probability, participants were asked to
think about events of various sizes (5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 250, and 500
people) that could happen in their location. For each event size,
participants estimated the probability (ranging from 0%: impossible
to 100%: definitely) that at least one person attending the event was
infected with COVID-19. After making estimations for all seven
event sizes, participants received individualized, veridical feedback
about the actual risk probabilities in their local communities (37).
We calculated information prediction error as the discrepancy be-
tween actual risk and estimated risk. For each participant, we av-
eraged the estimation errors across the seven event sizes to calculate
an average prediction error score, reflecting the average discrepancy

between estimated and actual risk (based on prevalence). For our
primary analyses, this average prediction error score served as a
continuous independent variable that captured the valence
(i.e., underestimation or overestimation) and magnitude of each
participant’s overall misestimation bias. In contrast, our primary
dependent variable was perceived risk, the average subjective
riskiness of engaging in 15 different everyday activities. To clarify
the differences between these two measures, and the individual
items that contributed to each composite measure, we provided
data visualizations for three example subjects (SI Appendix, Fig. S1).
We hypothesized that prediction error (from the risk estima-

tion task) would drive change in subjective perceived risk (of
everyday activities), thus demonstrating that learning numerical risk
information about disease prevalence can transfer to influence the
perceived risk of engaging in specific behaviors. We expected that
our intervention would realign perceived risk with actual risk: In-
dividuals who underestimated risk should report increases in per-
ceived risk, and individuals who overestimated risk should report
decreases in perceived risk. Importantly, we predicted that the ef-
fect of prediction error on perceived risk would be enhanced if the
risk estimation task was preceded by a COVID-related imagination
exercise (personal and impersonal simulation conditions). We
expected that the personal simulation would be most effective, the
impersonal simulation would be somewhat less effective, and the
unrelated simulation would be the least effective. Specifically, the
unrelated control condition allowed us to test whether prediction
error could influence risk perception in the absence of any relevant
contextualizing information.
In addition to the three simulation conditions, we included an

unguided exploration condition in which participants viewed an
interactive nationwide risk assessment map (63) for a minimum of
1 min, without specific instructions regarding how to engage with
the information. This condition used a well-advertised tool that
reflects existing standards for disseminating risk information; this
tool has been cited or promoted by the media over 2,500 times (65).
Statistics about COVID-19 cases were presented without guidance
or personalization, consistent with how individuals would encounter
this information in a naturalistic setting. Participants in the un-
guided exploration condition did not complete the episodic simu-
lation or risk estimation tasks. This condition offered some insight
into the efficacy of existing methods for communicating risk infor-
mation, but was not directly comparable to the three simulation
conditions because of the differences in the tasks.
We tested the four interventions across two sessions on a

nationally representative sample of 735 US residents, after ex-
clusions (Fig. 2). Participants were randomly assigned to one of
four conditions: personal simulation (session 1: n = 181, session
2: n = 158), impersonal simulation (session 1: n = 180, session 2:
n = 165), unrelated simulation (session 1: n = 185, session 2: n =
172), or unguided exploration (session 1: n = 189, session 2: n =
176). In all four conditions, participants completed an assess-
ment of perceived risk of engaging in 15 potentially risky ev-
eryday activities and willingness to engage in the same activities
preintervention (session 1, baseline), immediately postintervention
(end of session 1), and after a delay (session 2). To determine
whether the intervention influenced perceived risk of everyday
activities, we calculated within-subjects change scores (post-
intervention − baseline) in perceived risk for each testing ses-
sion. Lastly, participants returned after a delay (1 to 3 wk) to
complete session 2, which included a follow-up assessment of
perceived risk and a version of the risk estimation task without
feedback.
We defined subjective perceived risk as the average riskiness

rating (on a 5-point Likert scale) for all 15 everyday activities
(e.g., picking up takeout, dining indoors at a restaurant, exercising
at a gym, going to a house party). These activities are labeled in
Fig. 3 and described in detail in SI Appendix, Everyday Activities
Assessed (Fig. 2A). Importantly, this perceived risk measure was
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distinct from the information prediction error measure that we
derived from the risk estimation task (Fig. 2C). Whereas perceived
risk concerned the subjective riskiness of everyday activities, in-
formation prediction error measured the numerical discrepancy
between actual and estimated probabilities of virus exposure risk
(Fig. 2 F and G). SI Appendix, Fig. S1 details how the perceived
risk and prediction error measures were calculated for three
example subjects.

Study 2, Session 1 Results.
Overall effects. Consistent with study 1, we found that pre-
intervention, perceived risk of engaging in various everyday ac-
tivities was unrelated to actual risk levels (based on prevalence in

each participant’s location), r(733) = −0.003, 95% CI [−0.08,
0.07], P = 0.94. Similarly, willingness to engage in risky activities
was unrelated to actual risk at baseline, r(733) = −0.05, 95%
CI [−0.12, 0.02], P = 0.183. Equivalence tests provided evidence in
favor of the null hypothesis that perceived risk was not correlated
with actual risk (SI Appendix, Equivalence Testing). Importantly,
subjective risk perception was related to behavior: Perceived risk
was inversely related to willingness to engage in risky activities
(r(733) = −0.72, 95% CI [−0.75, −0.68], P < 0.001) and positively
associated with social distancing (i.e., physical distancing) com-
pliance (r(671) = 0.46, 95% CI [0.40, 0.52], P < 0.001). Overall,
we replicated the associations between perceived risk and risky

Rate how risky it is to do each 
of the following activities in 
your current location.

- Picking up takeout food
- Grocery shopping indoors, 
wearing a mask
- Dining indoors at a restaurant
- Going to an indoor nightclub
   ... etc. (15 items)

In the next part of the study, you 
will imagine an event that could 
happen in your own life.

- Visualize a dinner party
- A guest shows COVID-19 
symptoms, then later confirms a 
diagnosis and goes to the hospital
- The host informs the other 
guests, then also falls ill

Think about a hypothetical event 
in your location. Try to guess the 
probability that at least one person 
is infected with COVID-19.

Estimate the probability (out of 
100%) that in a group of 25 
people, someone is infected.

Next, we’ll give you feedback 
about each of your predictions.

For an event in your location with 
25 people, you guessed that there 
was a 19% chance that at least 
one person was infected.

The actual risk probability is 33%.Impossible Definitely
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Fig. 2. Overview of the intervention approach used in study 2. (A) The perceived risk rating was an assessment of subjective perceived risk of 15 activities and
willingness to engage in those activities. Participants completed the perceived risk rating preintervention, immediately postintervention, and 1 to 3 wk
postintervention. (B) During the episodic simulation task, participants were guided through an imagination exercise and typed responses. (C) During the risk
estimation task, participants estimated exposure risk probabilities (based on the prevalence of COVID-19 cases) for seven hypothetical event sizes (ranging
from 5 to 500 people) in their location. (D) After estimating the risk for each event size, participants received feedback about the actual exposure risk
probabilities. (E) Overview of the four intervention conditions and the order in which participants completed tasks. (F) Table demonstrating the calculation of
average prediction error, using responses from the risk estimation task for one example participant. (G) Visualization of the values provided in F.
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behaviors that we observed in study 1. We also found that on
average, participants tended to underestimate risk levels, evi-
denced by a directional bias in the risk estimation task (average
prediction error = +8.9 points, indicating that actual risk was
greater than estimated risk).
Across all four intervention conditions, receiving numerical risk

information improved the alignment between perceived risk (of
engaging in various everyday activities) and actual risk (based on
prevalence). At the end of session 1, perceived risk was weakly pos-
itively correlated with actual risk, r(733) = 0.09, 95% CI [0.01, 0.16],
P = 0.019. Next, we calculated within-subjects difference scores to
assess postintervention change in perceived risk of various everyday
activities and willingness to engage in those activities. On average,
there was an increase in perceived risk after the intervention,
t(734) = 5.04, P < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 0.19, 95% CI [0.11, 0.26].
Likewise, there was a decrease in willingness to engage in poten-
tially risky activities, t(734) = −16.82, P < 0.001, Cohen’s d = −0.62,
95% CI = [−0.70, −0.54]. Changes in perceived risk were negatively
correlated with changes in willingness, r(733) = −0.23, 95%
CI [−0.30, −0.16], P < 0.001. Summary statistics are provided
in SI Appendix .
Next, we visualized the average change in perceived risk for

each of the 15 activities individually (Fig. 3). We expected that
the intervention would shift perceived risk for each activity to
counteract each participant’s baseline risk estimation bias. For a
visual exploration of item-level effects, we classified participants
as either risk underestimators, overestimators, or accurate esti-
mators on the basis of their average prediction error scores from
the risk estimation task (actual − estimated risk). We defined
underestimators as those who believed that risk levels were lower
than reality (average prediction error ≥ 15), accurate estimators
as those who were relatively accurate at estimating exposure risk
(average prediction error between −14 and 14), and over-
estimators as those who believed that risk levels were higher than
reality (average prediction error ≤15). (Importantly, this binned
classification was used only for the sake of visualization. Pre-
diction error scores were treated as a continuous variable in all
statistical analyses reported in the following sections.)
This visualization (Fig. 3) revealed that on average, under-

estimators reported increases in perceived risk for 14/15 activi-
ties (with the exception of grocery shopping) (Fig. 3, Left). On
average, overestimators reported decreases in perceived risk for
12/15 activities (with the exception of riskier social activities,

such as dining in a restaurant) (Fig. 3, Right). Taken together, this
exploratory visualization of item-level effects demonstrated that
our intervention effectively changed perceived risk of various ev-
eryday activities, in a manner that is optimal for both public health
(discouraging risky social gatherings) and economic needs (en-
couraging necessary shopping in overestimators). Refer to SI
Appendix for figures that show participants who were relatively
accurate at estimating risk, and separate panels for each inter-
vention condition (SI Appendix, Figs. S4 and S5).
We also investigated possible backfire effects. Before imple-

menting these interventions, it is important to determine whether
any participants posed a greater risk to public health after the
intervention. As previously discussed, the behavior of individuals
during a pandemic can have widespread consequences. Therefore,
we identified underestimators who counterintuitively reported
lower perceived risk and greater willingness to engage in poten-
tially risky activities after the intervention. We found that only a
very small percentage of respondents reported these increases in
riskiness, suggesting that our intervention did not produce a
backfire effect (3.3%, 18 out of the 546 participants across the
three simulation conditions). The small number of participants
and small numerical increases in riskiness are not convincingly
different from what might be expected from measurement error.
About half of participants responded in the intended direction to
the intervention, whereas others did not report changes in per-
ceived risk (SI Appendix, Responders and Non-Responders).
The effect of prediction error across simulation conditions. Next, we
compared the efficacy of the three interventions that included
episodic and numerical risk information (personal, impersonal,
and unrelated conditions). We hypothesized that the numerical
feedback provided during the risk estimation portion of the inter-
vention would shift perceived risk of everyday activities: Individuals
who underestimated risk should report increases in perceived risk,
and individuals who overestimated risk should report decreases in
perceived risk. The magnitude of this realignment should depend on
the magnitude of each participant’s misestimation bias. In other
words, we expected that information prediction errors (actual −
estimated risk) experienced during the risk estimation task would
drive change in perceived risk. Using multiple linear regression, we
found that average prediction error was positively related to change
in perceived risk, β = 0.23, 95% CI [0.14, 0.31], t = 5.32, P < 0.001
(Fig. 4 A and B). There was also an interaction between prediction
error and simulation condition predicting change in perceived risk
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Fig. 3. Change in perceived risk by activity. Points depict the average within-subjects change in perceived risk for each of the 15 everyday activities assessed.
Activities are color coded according to approximate risk level (89). Participants who had been underestimating risk (average prediction error ≥15) reported
increases in perceived risk (Left), whereas participants who had been overestimating risk (average prediction error ≤ −15) reported decreases in perceived risk
(Right). Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals around the mean. Black line indicates zero, no change from the preintervention baseline.
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[F(2,531) = 4.79, P = 0.009], such that the effect of prediction error
was stronger in the impersonal and personal conditions (Fig. 5 A
and B), relative to the unrelated condition (unrelated vs. imper-
sonal: β = −0.17, 95% CI [−0.29, −0.05], t = −2.57, P = 0.006;
personal vs. unrelated: β = 0.16, 95% CI [0.04, 0.27], t = 2.59, P =
0.01). The effect of prediction error did not differ between the
personal and impersonal conditions, β = 0.01, 95% CI [−0.11, 0.13],
t = 0.20, P = 0.839.
To examine this interaction further, we tested the relationship

between prediction error and change in perceived risk in each
condition separately. Prediction error was positively associated
with change in perceived risk in the impersonal simulation condition
(r(175) = 0.37, 95% CI [0.24, 0.49], P < 0.001) and personal sim-
ulation condition (r(176) = 0.23, 95% CI [0.09, 0.37], P = 0.002), but
not in the unrelated simulation condition (r(180) = 0.06, 95%
CI [−0.09, 0.20], P = 0.429). These effects remained statistically
significant even after controlling for relevant demographic and in-
dividual difference variables: political conservatism, age, episodic
future thinking ability, subjective numeracy ability, and self-reported
vividness and affect ratings from the simulation task (SI Appendix,
Controlling for Individual Differences).
Next, we conducted the same analysis for a different depen-

dent variable: change in willingness to engage in potentially risky
activities. Prediction error experienced during the risk estimation
task was negatively related to change in willingness, β = −0.14,
95% CI [−0.23, −0.06], t = −3.26, P = 0.001 (Fig. 4 C and D). In
other words, individuals who had been severely underestimating
actual risk levels showed a greater reduction in willingness to engage
in potentially risky activities. This effect remained significant after
controlling for several covariates (SI Appendix, Controlling for Indi-
vidual Differences). However, the interaction between prediction error
and simulation condition was not significantly related to change in
willingness (unrelated vs. impersonal: β = 0.03, 95% CI [−0.09, 0.16],
t = −0.56, P = 0.579; personal vs. unrelated: β = −0.02, 95%
CI [−0.15, 0.10], t = −0.40, P = 0.590; and impersonal vs. personal:
β = −0.01, 95% CI [−0.13, 0.11], t = −0.16, P = 0.872).
Overall, we found that prediction error elicited during the risk

estimation task was a moderately strong and statistically robust
predictor of change in both perceived risk and willingness to
engage in risky activities. This finding demonstrates that receiving
veridical numerical information about local risk statistics can exert
transfer effects on subjective perceived risk. Furthermore, imag-
ining a COVID-related scenario (either impersonal or personal)
enhanced the effect of prediction error on perceived risk. Re-
ceiving numerical information about risk without accompanying

contextual information (unrelated simulation condition) did not
successfully change perceived risk.

Study 2, Session 2 Results.
Overall effects. First, we tested whether the average changes in
perceived risk and willingness to engage in potentially risky ac-
tivities persisted after a 1- to 3-wk delay. We found that across all
four conditions, the average increase in perceived risk (relative
to the preintervention baseline) was still evident at session 2,
t(670) = 3.41, P < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 0.13, 95% CI [0.06, 0.21].
Within subjects, change in perceived risk during session 1 was
positively correlated with lasting change in session 2, r(669) =
0.51, 95% CI [0.45, 0.56], P < 0.001.
Likewise, the average decrease in willingness to engage in po-

tentially risky activities also persisted after a delay, t(670) = −6.61,
P < 0.001, Cohen’s d = −0.26, 95% CI [−0.33, −0.18]. Within
subjects, change in willingness from session 1 was positively cor-
related with lasting change in session 2, r(669) = 0.48, 95%
CI [0.42, 0.54], P < 0.001. Consistent with session 1, we also found
that lasting changes in perceived risk were negatively correlated with
lasting changes in willingness, r(669) = −0.28, 95% CI [−0.35, −0.21],
P < 0.001. Overall, we found that across all four intervention
conditions, participants reported lasting increases in perceived risk
and decreases in willingness to engage in risky activities after a
delay. We also asked participants to retrospectively report en-
gagement in risky activities between sessions, but did not find any
differences among conditions (SI Appendix, Retrospective Report of
Risky Activities).
The effect of prediction error across simulation conditions. Next, we
tested whether prediction error during the session 1 risk estima-
tion task predicted lasting changes in perceived risk. We accoun-
ted for variable delay lengths in all of the following models by
including a covariate for the number of days between session 1 and
session 2. We found that prediction error experienced during the
risk estimation task in session 1 continued to predict lasting
changes in perceived risk in session 2, β = 0.18, 95% CI [0.10,
0.27], t = 4.17, P < 0.001 (Fig. 4 E and F). The interaction between
prediction error and simulation condition was no longer significant
(unrelated vs. impersonal: β = −0.10, 95% CI [−0.22, 0.02],
t = −1.69, P = 0.092; personal vs. unrelated: β = 0.09, 95%
CI [−0.03, 0.21], t = 1.53, P = 0.126; and impersonal vs. personal:
β = 0.01, 95% CI [−0.11, 0.13], t = 0.19, P = 0.850). However, nu-
merically the results across conditions were consistent with ses-
sion 1 (Fig. 5 C and D), such that prediction error was positively
correlated with lasting change in perceived risk in both the im-
personal condition (r(162) = 0.27, 95% CI [0.12, 0.41], P < 0.001)
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and the personal condition (r(153) = 0.19, 95% CI [0.03, 0.34],
P = 0.018), but not in the unrelated condition (r(168) = 0.09, 95%
CI [−0.06, 0.23], P = 0.258). Overall, prediction errors experi-
enced during session 1 were associated with lasting changes in per-
ceived risk, particularly in the impersonal and personal simulation
conditions.
We then conducted the same analysis for lasting change in

willingness to engage in potentially risky activities (Fig. 4 G and
H). Prediction error was not significantly related to willingness in
session 2, β = −0.06, 95% CI [−0.15, 0.03], t = −1.30, P = 0.194.
There was no significant interaction between prediction error
and simulation condition predicting willingness (personal vs.
unrelated: β = −0.03, 95% CI [−0.15, 0.10], t = −0.40, P = 0.689;
impersonal vs. personal: β = 0.01, 95% CI [−0.12, 0.13], t = 0.10,
P = 0.918; and unrelated vs. personal: β = 0.02, 95% CI [−0.10,
0.14], t = 0.31, P = 0.759). As reported above (overall effects), we
found that participants were less willing to engage in risky activi-
ties after the intervention, both immediately and after a delay.
However, prediction error only described the magnitude of change
in willingness immediately after the intervention, suggesting that
the parametric effect of prediction error on willingness was at-
tenuated over time. One possibility is that participants who were
highly risk averse may tend to revert to risk aversion over time.
Change in risk estimation accuracy over time. We also computed a
nonparametric measure of estimation accuracy to evaluate risk
estimation change across all event sizes. Note that only partici-
pants in the three simulation conditions completed the risk esti-
mation task during session 1, but participants in all four conditions
completed the risk estimation task during session 2. We examined

how each individual’s risk estimation function related to actual
risk across all group sizes by computing the area between the two
curves, representing actual risk and estimated risk (Fig. 2G). We
compared the curves for actual and estimated risk first for session
1 and again at session 2. This measure of misestimation was very
strongly correlated with the absolute value of the average pre-
diction error scores used in prior analyses (session 1: r(535) = 0.97,
95% CI [0.96, 0.97], P < 0.001; session 2: r(669) = 0.95, 95% CI
[0.94, 0.96], P < 0.001), but provides additional information—
especially visually—about where (i.e., for which particular event
sizes; Fig. 2G) individuals tend to misestimate risk. We found
that overall misestimation decreased significantly from session 1 to
session 2 (paired t(489) = 10.06, P < 0.001, Cohen’s d =0.45,
95% CI [0.36, 0.55]), reflecting substantial mitigation of both
underestimation and overestimation.
Lastly, we used this measure of misestimation to compare the

longer-term effects of the four intervention conditions (including
the unguided exploration condition). We compared average risk
misestimation scores at session 2 and found that participants in
the personal and impersonal simulation conditions were signifi-
cantly more accurate at estimating risk (i.e., lower misestimation
scores), relative to participants in the unguided condition (personal
vs. unguided: β = −0.18, 95% CI [−0.31, −0.05], t = −2.75, P =
0.006; impersonal vs. unguided: β = −0.18, 95% CI [−0.31, −0.05],
t = −2.78, P = 0.006). However, risk misestimation scores in the
unrelated simulation condition did not significantly differ from
those in the unguided exploration condition (unrelated vs. un-
guided: β = −0.10, 95% CI [−0.22, 0.03], t = −1.50, P = 0.134).
Taken together, these results demonstrate that the personal and
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Fig. 5. Relevant episodic simulations enhance the effect of prediction error on perceived risk. Prediction error from the risk estimation task was significantly
positively associated with change in perceived risk in the impersonal and personal conditions (imagining a COVID-related scenario), but not the unrelated
condition. (A and B) Session 1 results and (C and D) session 2 results. (A and C depict all raw data points with original units, subset by simulation condition. (B
and D) Slope estimates derived from multiple regression models (standardized units), overlaid for comparison. Shaded bands indicate 95% confidence in-
tervals around the regression lines. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001.
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impersonal interventions improved the accuracy of risk estimation,
above and beyond the benefits of existing risk assessment tools.

General Discussion
During the COVID-19 pandemic, individuals have struggled to
balance conflicting needs and make informed decisions in an
environment characterized by high uncertainty. Although public
health guidelines initially helped to slow the spread of disease,
widespread pandemic fatigue (7) and the emergence of new highly
transmissible viral variants contributed to resurgences around the
world (67). New interventions are necessary to sustain long-term
behavior change, allowing individuals to comply with public health
guidelines while also fulfilling other needs. Here, we report an
informational intervention that may help individuals make deci-
sions and balance public health, personal, financial, and commu-
nity needs. In study 1, we found that subjective perceived risk was
inaccurate, yet predicted compliance with public health guidelines.
In study 2, we demonstrated that a brief online intervention
changed beliefs and intentions about risk. Information prediction
error, a measure of surprise about the actual local risk of virus
exposure, drove beneficial change in perceived risk and willingness
to engage in potentially risky activities. Imagining a pandemic-
related scenario prior to receiving risk information enhanced
learning. Importantly, the benefits of our intervention persisted
after a 1- to 3-wk delay.
We predicted that the efficacy of the intervention would be

driven by both the numerical information about local risk (infor-
mation prediction error) and the context in which it was received
(episodic simulation). Our results supported this hypothesis, dem-
onstrating that imagining a COVID-related scenario enhanced
subsequent learning from prediction error, perhaps by increasing
the salience of the intervention context. Postintervention, partici-
pants who had previously underestimated risk reported greater
perceived risk for a variety of everyday activities (Fig. 3) and re-
duced willingness to engage in these activities (e.g., dining indoors
at a restaurant, traveling, exercising at a gym without a mask). These
changes reflect a realignment with public health guidelines both
immediately and after a delay, with perceived risk showing the most
durable change. Although on average participants continued to be
less willing to engage in these potentially risky activities 1 to 3 wk
postintervention, the parametric effect of prediction error on will-
ingness did not persist after a delay. More frequent, regular expo-
sure to risk information may be critical for linking interventions on
risk estimation to behavioral risk tolerance (68).
Interestingly, we found that the personal and impersonal

simulations were similarly effective. We had expected the personal
simulation to be most effective, as suggested by several theoretical
frameworks of risk perception related to personalized emotional
processing (69, 70). Although the effects of the personal and im-
personal conditions did not differ statistically, the personal simu-
lation was numerically less effective because individuals who
tended to overestimate risk did not respond as well (SI Appendix,
Table S1). The personal simulation may have been aversive for
participants who were already overestimating risk, thus counter-
acting the effect of the numerical risk information and resulting in
no net change in perceived risk. Our results suggest that person-
alization may be beneficial for remedying risk underestimation but
not overestimation. Furthermore, our results suggest that cogni-
tive effects, rather than emotional effects from personalized ap-
peals, may be more useful for correcting perceived risk. The
impersonal simulation was effective at counteracting both risk
underestimation and overestimation, offering practical utility be-
cause impersonal elements are easy to implement in large-scale
online interventions.
Prior interventions seeking to mitigate biases in risk perception

have largely targeted numerical cognition, especially in individuals
low in quantitative literacy (28, 71). Overall, risk communication
entails three main goals: sharing factual information, changing

beliefs, and changing behavior (72). Traditional informational
interventions (e.g., pamphlets in clinical settings) have been widely
used, especially in health decision making (27, 28). Such decision
aids are easy to implement, but they lack features that engage
attention, facilitate retention, and drive lasting changes in behav-
ior (73, 74). Importantly, there is little evidence of long-term ef-
ficacy for even the most effective interventions (28, 73). Recent
work has highlighted the potential of using affect and gist-based
thinking to shape the learning context, thereby making risk in-
formation more salient and potentially improving long-term effi-
cacy (47, 69, 75).
To increase the likelihood of intervention success, we com-

bined the most effective elements of past interventions, pairing
surprising risk information with a novel interactive experience
designed to contextualize and increase the salience of risk infor-
mation. Past studies have shown that prediction error (i.e., surprise)
drives belief and knowledge updating (59–62), and can influence
risk perception (62). Here, we demonstrated that information pre-
diction error realigned perceived risk with actual risk and also
influenced willingness to engage in potentially risky activities. Cru-
cially, we found that an episodic simulation prior to a learning ex-
perience enhanced the effect of prediction error on learning. Past
studies have shown that episodic simulation can support decision
making in other domains, improving both patience (43, 76) and
prosociality (46). However, other studies have shown no effect of
episodic simulation on risk perception (77, 78), perhaps because
narratives are more powerful when they are paired with statistics
(57). Importantly, our intervention combines an episodic simulation
with prediction error. Imagining a COVID-related episode may link
numerical risk information with the potential outcomes of risky
decisions, thus enhancing the effect of prediction error (40, 41). Our
findings bear broader practical implications: In other domains,
combining episodic simulation with prediction error might support
revising common misconceptions (e.g., about vaccine safety),
correcting misinformation in the media, and learning in educational
settings.
We assessed whether our effects persisted after a relatively

short delay of 1 to 3 wk. Because risk levels can change rapidly
over time, an effective intervention should be updated frequently
and administered repeatedly. In the present study, it is possible
that participants encountered new information about COVID-19
risks during the delay between sessions, such as by consulting a
risk map (11, 65) or reading the news. Such information, whether
accurate or inaccurate, may update or interfere with prior learning
about risk. Future interventions could focus on cultivating a habit of
information seeking from reputable sources; these small behavioral
nudges could be used to quickly realign perceived risk with actual
risk. Our intervention is fast to complete and easy to disseminate
online; these features enhance feasibility for both participants and
behavior designers.

Limitations and Future Directions
Some of our results suggest important avenues for future re-
search. Not all participants responded to the intervention (SI
Appendix, Responders and Non-Responders), perhaps because
other factors may limit belief updating. The COVID-19 pan-
demic has created a breeding ground for conspiratorial thinking
on social media (8, 79), with many Americans confidently dis-
missing the pandemic as a hoax (80–82). Conspiratorial thinking
about the pandemic tracks the propensity for people to engage in
antisocial and risky behaviors (83, 84). Alternative (or additional)
methods may be necessary to successfully realign risk-related be-
liefs for people who dismiss the severity of the pandemic, perhaps
through facilitating analytic thinking or through training to iden-
tify disinformation. Other recent studies have suggested that age
(14), political partisanship (82, 85), gender (86), analytical think-
ing (80), and open mindedness (87) may influence beliefs about
risk during the pandemic. In related analyses, we found that age
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influenced responses to our intervention, such that older adults
were less sensitive to prediction error but more responsive to a
personalized episodic simulation (88).
Notably, our measure of actual risk does not capture the

complexity of factors that influence viral transmission. Although our
measure of actual risk based on prevalence is validated by epide-
miologists and offers a useful heuristic for understanding local risk
levels (37), it is best regarded as an approximate estimate of
prevalence-based risk rather than an exact probability of infection.
In addition to group size, distance between people, number of in-
fected individuals, ventilation, and masking all influence the prob-
ability of viral transmission. Furthermore, the risk level for a given
individual is influenced by other factors, such as age, comorbid
conditions, vaccination status, or community vulnerability. Future
research could leverage our intervention tools to encourage other
behaviors (e.g., masking, outdoor activities, vaccination) that reduce
the likelihood of infection.
In intervention studies, particularly when the goal is to aid

individuals who lie at the extreme ends of a distribution, it is im-
portant to rule out regression to the mean. This statistical artifact
arises when extreme values of a dependent variable become less
extreme when repeatedly measured over time, giving the illusion of
beneficial change. To rule out regression to the mean as an expla-
nation for our results, we conducted an analysis that demonstrated
that our intervention shifted perceived risk by a similar amount for
each participant, regardless of each participant’s baseline mea-
surement (SI Appendix, Regression to the Mean and Figs. S6 and S7).
The composite score used for perceived risk also helped to safe-
guard against regression to the mean; we averaged perceived risk
across 15 everyday activities (Fig. 3 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1), thus
potentially reducing noise and measurement error that can con-
tribute to regression to the mean.
The everyday activities used in our perceived risk assessment

vary in their potential for transmission of the virus, which is why
we refer to these as potential risks throughout. We included a
range of low-risk to high-risk activities in order to capture vari-
ability in risk tolerance among individuals (89). Our intervention
did not aim to change how participants assessed the relative risks
of these everyday activities. Although the precise risk level of
each activity is not known, the riskiness of most of these activities
should be affected by local viral prevalence. Consistent with this
idea, the reported effects generally applied to the full range of
activities assessed (Fig. 3). Another limitation of the study is that
we measured self-reported behavior (e.g., willingness to engage
in risky activities, recent compliance with social distancing
guidelines). These self-reported measures are not direct mea-
sures of actual real-world behavior. Overall, our results indicate
that receiving numerical information about local viral prevalence
can exert transfer effects on subjective perceived risk of everyday
activities.

Conclusion
Globally, the outbreak reached new levels of severity more than
a year after initial lockdowns. Viral transmission has followed an
exponential trajectory during severe outbreaks (7, 11, 65), and the
World Health Organization has recommended a harm reduction
approach to combat widespread pandemic fatigue (7). Severe
outbreaks may limit the success of vaccination programs (10),
highlighting the urgent need for behavior change to reduce viral
transmission. Here, we report the results of interventions that
beneficially changed perceived risk and willingness to engage in
potentially risky activities. In this high-stakes context, increas-
ing even a single individual’s compliance with public health
guidelines could have significant downstream effects and limit
superspreading events (12, 15, 16). Furthermore, since individuals
repeatedly choose whether or not to engage in everyday risky
activities, the impact of changing perceived risk would accumulate
over many decisions.

Importantly, our intervention is simple to implement; ele-
ments of our intervention could be applied to existing risk as-
sessment tools (37). We showed that the impact of numerical risk
information was enhanced when it was paired with contextualizing
information. Existing websites that present COVID-19 statistics
could be modified to include images and scenarios that add con-
text, or a risk estimation game that elicits information prediction
error (e.g., “Imagine a restaurant in your area with 25 people
dining inside. Estimate the probability that at least one of the
diners is infected.”). Overall, we describe a fast and effective in-
tervention to realign perceived risk with actual risk, and offer
concrete recommendations for implementation. Effectively com-
municating local risk information could empower individuals to
make better decisions by finding the optimal balance between
personal and public health needs.

Methods
Study 1.
Participants. We recruited 303 current US residents to complete an online
survey via Prolific, an online testing platform. However, 70 participants did
not provide location data or resided in counties that were not reporting
COVID-19 statistics; these participants were omitted from analyses that in-
volved measures of actual risk. The sample was nationally representative,
stratified by age, sex, and race to approximate the demographic makeup of
the United States. Participants were paid $4.75 USD for completing a task
that took ∼30 min. The study was approved by the Duke University Health
System Institutional Review Board (IRB) (Protocol #00101720). Participants
provided informed consent by reading an online description of the study
and payment, then clicking a button to indicate agreement. Data collection
took place on May 18 and 19, 2020.
Procedure. The task was administered with Qualtrics survey software. Partici-
pants answered questions about perceived risk related to COVID-19,willingness
to engage in risky activities, and compliance with public health guidelines. We
measured perceived risk by asking participants to rate how risky they believed
it was to engage in six different everyday activities, using a 5-point Likert scale
(ranging from 1 = "not at all" risky to 5 = "extremely risky") (SI Appendix,
Everyday Activities Assessed). Perceived risk scores were averaged across the six
items. We measured willingness to engage in risky activities by asking partic-
ipants if they would be willing to participate (yes/no) in eight different ac-
tivities, if hypothetically all stay-at-home restrictions were lifted (SI Appendix,
Everyday Activities Assessed). Willingness scores were summed across the
eight items.

Study 2.
Participants.We recruited a nationally representative sample of 816 current US
residents via Prolific. After exclusions (SI Appendix, Exclusions), our final
sample consisted of 735 participants who were randomly assigned to four
different intervention conditions: personal simulation (n = 181), impersonal
simulation (n = 180), unrelated simulation (n = 185), and unguided explo-
ration (n = 189). Participants were paid $4.50 for a survey that took ∼20 to
30 min to complete. The study was approved by the Duke University Health
System IRB (Protocol #00101720). Data collection took place between Sep-
tember 14 and October 9, 2020. The intervention study was preregistered
(https://osf.io/6fjdy) (SI Appendix, Deviations from Preregistration).

Additionally, we recontacted our participants 1 wk later for a follow-up
survey. Of the 735 participants who successfully completed session 1, 671
returned and successfully completed session 2 after a delay (personal simula-
tion: n = 158, impersonal simulation: n = 165, unrelated simulation: n = 172,
and unguided exploration: n = 176). The average delay between session 1 and
session 2 was 7.74 d (SD = 2.11, range [7, 25]). Participants were paid $1.25 for
a survey that took ∼5 min to complete.
Procedure. The experiment was conducted using Qualtrics survey software.
The assessment of perceived risk andwillingness to engage in potentially risky
activities was expanded to include 15 activities sampled evenly across five
levels of risk, ranging from low-risk activities (e.g., picking up takeout) to
high-risk activities (e.g., going to a crowded nightclub). These activities are
listed in Fig. 3 and described in greater detail in SI Appendix, Everyday Ac-
tivities Assessed. Using 5-point Likert scales, participants rated perceived risk
(ranging from 1 = "not at all risky" to 5 = "extremely risky") and willingness
to engage in these activities (ranging from 1 = "definitely would not do
this" to 5 = "definitely would do this"). Participants were randomly assigned
to one of four conditions (personal simulation, impersonal simulation,
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unrelated simulation, or unguided exploration), described in detail in the
main text.
Episodic simulation. The narratives of the episodic simulations are described in
the main text, and the full text for all conditions is provided in SI Appendix,
Episodic Simulation Text. During the simulation, participants followed
step-by-step instructions to imagine the story (e.g., narrative, dialogue, spatial
context, characters, and emotions). On each page, participants typed into a
text box to describe the details they imagined before proceeding to the next
step. Each step of the simulation had a minimum duration (appropriate for the
amount of typing required), but there was no maximum duration.
Risk estimation task. Immediately after the episodic simulation, participants in
the three simulation conditions completed an exposure risk estimation task.
Participants provided and confirmed their current location (county within
state), then read a brief tutorial about probability and risk. Next, participants
were asked to think about events of various sizes (5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 250, and
500 people) in their location and estimate the probability (ranging from 0%=
"impossible" to 100% = "definitely") that at least one person in the group
would be infected with COVID-19. Participants also rated confidence in their
estimates (ranging from 0% = "guessing" to 100% = "very sure"). After
making estimates for all event sizes, participants received veridical feedback
about the actual risk probability (Prevalence-Based Exposure Risk) and rated
subjective surprise about the feedback on a 5-point Likert scale (ranging
from 1 = "not at all surprised" to 5 = "extremely surprised").

Analysis.
Statistics. Analyses were conducted with R v4.0.3 and RStudio v1.3.1093. Data
and code necessary to reproduce the results and figures are available in a
public repository hosted by the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/6fjdy)
(90). Further information about data cleaning and exclusions is provided in
SI Appendix, Variable Transformations, Exclusions.
Prevalence-based exposure risk. We measured the actual risk of viral exposure
using the number of active COVID-19 cases in each participant’s county on

the day that the study was completed, using data from the COVID Tracking
Project (62) and the US Census (83). We used the formula employed by the
COVID-19 Risk Assessment Planning Tool developed by researchers at the
Georgia Institute of Technology (37). The risk assessment formula estimates
the probability that at an event of a given size, there will be at least one
individual who is infected with COVID-19 and may spread the disease to
others. Risk estimates were calculated for hypothetical events with 10 at-
tendees, on the basis of the current number of active cases in a participant’s
county and an ascertainment bias of 10 (accounting for additional cases that
are unidentified because of insufficient testing). The ascertainment bias
used was the recommended default for the risk assessment tool at the time
that the study was conducted, but ascertainment bias is related to COVID-19
testing availability, which has changed over time. Note that the choice of
event size for the actual risk measure is arbitrary; we were interested in the
correlation between perceived and actual risk scores, despite the different
measurement scales.

Data Availability. Anonymized, raw, and cleaned behavioral data (CSV files)
have been deposited in Open Science Framework (DOI: 10.17605/OSF.IO/
35US2) (90).
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